
31 Goddess Emergence Takeaways

Honouring the Goddess for a whole month!

We believe that every womb-man on this planet has a Goddess within. You may be living
totally disconnected from her, maybe she is beginning to awaken, or even ready to emerge! If

you're reading this, your Goddess Self has a message for you…

YOU are a beautiful GODDESS in human form and I am here to connect, awaken and emerge
within YOU!

We invite you to follow along each day and if it resonates, to take the daily action and give
yourself permission to allow in Goddess LOVE!

We encourage you to journal all actions, Divine syncs, awareness, inner & outer shifts
throughout your 31 Days! If you feel called to share your experiences within the commUNITY,

you are welcome to post here: https://krystallineascension.mn.co/topics/8284719 (scroll to
according day) or here: https://www.facebook.com/krystallineascension

Krystalline Ascension ™

https://krystallineascension.mn.co/topics/8284719
https://www.facebook.com/krystallineascension


Day 1
THE WILD ROSE

Greetings Krystalline Community,

Its Alicia here, co-creatrix of Krystalline Ascension!
Today I am sharing with you your monthly Oracle, a
Multidimensional Expansion of Wisdom, Quest,
Medicine and Guidance for the month of August 2022!

Connecting with Krystalline Ascension’s Goddess Emergence, I chose a card from The Rose
Oracle in which I received “THE WILD ROSE” with the words “Do it your way Embrace your
uniqueness. Untamed.”

AUGUST ORACLE Video here: https://youtu.be/pMM3yfwYOWw

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Beautiful Goddess, the guidance I offer you is asking yourself “What is one action I can take
today to bring me 1 step closer to stepping into my Goddess uniqueness in my physical
Reality?”

We invite you to take action today and each and everyday throughout this month-even if they
are small actions. It’s time to emerge and begin to fully embrace your Goddess Self and all her
uniqueness and her passions. And if you are unsure what your passions are, again, that’s ok
as it’s a good time explore this month as you call in the August energy of Inner Wisdom.

We would love for you to share your one action that you took today to bring you 1 step closer
to stepping into your Goddess uniqueness in your physical Reality, any Divine syncs,
awareness, inner & outer shifts +++ be sure to #goddessemergence below with your shares!

Within the video, I share about our Goddess Emergence Retreat held within our Krystalline
Portal Membership:
https://www.krystallineascension.com/event-details/goddess-emergence-retreat

https://youtu.be/pMM3yfwYOWw
https://www.krystallineascension.com/event-details/goddess-emergence-retreat


Day 2
MERGE WITH THE GODDESS AFFIRMATIONS

Beautiful Goddess’s stand firmly on Mother Gaia today,
feel the Soul’s of your feet heavily engage with her,
place your hands on your Heart and RECEIVE as you
state these Affirmations!

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

We invite you to watch the Goddess Affirmations here: https://youtu.be/46cJsOAtzm0

Place the affirmations into a beautiful pink bubble and allow this coded bubble into your Heart.
You can use all of them or pick the one or two that you want to become one  with today. When
you have placed it into your Heart, see this pink bubble dissolving and flowing into all levels of
your Being~spiritual, mental, emotional and physical body and RECEIVE. This can take you
less than “3” minutes of your time, but as it merges into you, the imprinted affirmation will last
you so much longer.

Day 3
CREATE A DIVINE ALTER WITHIN YOUR HEART

Even though I love having a sacred space within my
home that is filled with my crystal friends, lovely oils,
divine pictures, figures, & grids with sacred sounding
instruments this is not always a space I can be with by
myself.

Long ago, I had started becoming aware that I was
creating a Divine alter within my own Heart, a space I
can go to anytime, anywhere filling it with frequencies,
Love technology, Cosmic gifts and so on. This allowed
me to step into sacred presence and connect within,
bringing myself into Zero point-which took only a few seconds visiting my Divine alter
throughout the day!



Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Today I invite you to place a gift of a sacred ROSE within your Divine alter of your Heart.

Bring your hands to your Higher Heart aka Krystal Heart (right where your thymus gland is)
and begin to take some long slow deep breaths

Close your eyes and see/feel/know there is a beautiful Krystal Lotus within your Heart.
(Lotus=Divine alter)

Bring your awareness to the center of your Heart, to the center of your Lotus and just breathe
in your Divine presence, the essence of Pure Divine Love.

Infront of you is a golden chalice of vibrant, sparkling coloured Roses all holding different
frequencies that you need at this time. All the colours of the Rainbow, even Golden, Diamond,
Metallic…

Ask “What colour Rose represents my purest Goddess Self”?

Pick the sacred coloured Rose that speaks to your Heart, and bring the Rose closer to you to
gaze into & connect with the Essence, bring it up to your nose to smell its cosmic scent, begin
to touch the Rose petals to feels it beauty, inside the middle there is a drop of spiraling liquid
for you to taste the Divinity, and lastly pause to receive the sacred sounds of your Rose….

And when you feel complete, place the Rose into your Heart. Breathe this in and feel this Rose
glowing within the Divine alter of your Heart.

Day 4
GODDESS KRYSTAL LOVE

Who here loves crystals and may even be on the edge
of being a “Crystal Collector”??

You are not alone. Crystals can carry a message of
hope and can enable you to ease your anxieties and



overcome any doubt that you feel in your daily life. Although there are many crystals that can
support the Goddess Archetype I want to keep this simple & fun to connect, awaken and
emerge your Goddess Self!

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Pick one of your crystals that speaks the word “Goddess” to you and bring it to your third eye,
take three deep breaths and intend to connect with this specific Crystal! Ask with the intention
to receive a personal message for you today.  Share below if you like.. I will share mine in the
comments!

Not sure which crystal to choose?! You can never go wrong with a piece of Rose quartz or
Amethyst!

Day 5
EMBODIMENT RX

A beautiful energy is here to assist you at this time to
propel you into emerging into your unique Goddess
Self. I invite you to bring your hands to your Heart and
take an inward journey within the gateway of your Soul.

🌀DISCOVER🌀

Begin to discover yourself in new ways and as the
pathway to your truth reveals itself, flow down this
stream of Pure Love to gather ancient gifts & wisdom
aligned to your Divine Mission & Purpose that your Goddess Self has left for you to
discover….and awaken at this time for you to access for multidimensional expansion.

🧐DISCERN🧐

Is there another Force trying to block you from awakening and stepping into your Divine
Goddess Self? Be consciously discerning at this time of false Light, false illusions and trickery
of guiding you more farther away from your Truth. When unsure, ask; “Is this my Truth”…..“Is
this path aligned to my Divine Goddess Self”....



💠DESCEND💠

Your Goddess Self is desiring you to awaken her, to acknowledge her, to discover her so she
can descend from a Higher Dimensional Consciousness into your HUman Self. When you
begin to remember who you are in Truth, make space within, begin to embody the Goddess
Self into your physical body, you (& your Goddess Self) ascend into a Higher state of
Consciousness within your current reality that creates a life of Multidimensional Abundance!

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Go within your Heart space, journey along your path of Pure Love until you meet your
Goddess Self. Ask her to share with you one quality that she has that you need to embody at
this time. Maybe its Desire? or Determination? or Dynamism? Whichever quality it is, step into
it and see/feel/know it begins to embody into your physical body-into your systems, organs,
bones, blood, DNA and into each and everyone of your cells. Keep breathing and allow the
energetic quality to integrate, anchor & embody. And for this week, meditate with this quality,
seeing this word from a higher perspective.....what does this quality mean to you and how are
you to experience it in your current reality?

Day 6
UNSCRAMBLE MODERN GODDESS QUALITIES

The modern day Goddess allows herself to be
delightful Bliss. Through her leadership she guides
many women to trust. She can surrender to receiving
but the most beautiful is her endless enveloping
oneness in  unconditional LOVE.

YES, all the words are within this phrase.

Inviting your to enjoy some Goddess fun today

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Pick one quality to BEcome with today and really feel into this quality, aligning with the
essence of the quality in every moment.



I S B L S  _ _ _ _ _

G E E R V I I C N  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

T T S U R _ _ _ _ _

E E A  I  L D R P H S  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

V  E  O  L  _ _ _ _

Day 7
GODDESS DANCE

Let’s awaken the dance of the Goddess within! Let her
come alive within YOU! With the Lion’s gate portal
energies of rebirth flowing in, we can call them in and
dance as ONE, allowing the frequencies to anchor into
our physical body!

Here is a Goddess song to dance with: I am the goddess - Lisa Thiel

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

We invite you to choose a Goddess song, stand up and open your Heart.

Reach your arms up and call upon the purest form of your Goddess essence and the
frequency of rebirth

Put your song on, gently close your eyes and allow your body to gently move & dance as you
see/feel/know the frequencies flow into your physical body

Breathe~Feel~Dance

Allow this Essence to fully harmonize within

https://youtu.be/u8Mz0UteSmA


Day 8
RELEASE TO REPLENISH

In order to create space within for the Goddess to
awaken and for your energetic fields and physical body
to be able to hold more of your Goddess Self, we can
begin by releasing all misaligned frequencies which
includes beliefs, thoughts, patterns, cycles, qualities
and so forth..

Let’s dive a little deeper, have you thought about
releasing misaligned energetic contracts, spells,
implants, technology, oaths, tags, seals, illusions,
templates, overlays, hexes, curses and so forth..

This is where Eva & I love to assist Souls through our Divine Co-Offerings of releasing any of
your Multidimensional Aspects who may still be holding the deeper misaligned energetics that
is hugely blocking you from stepping into more of your Goddess Self. Sharing one example,
Imagine you have a mirror (illusion) in front of you and you keep seeing yourself, but behind
the mirror is your true Divine Self looking back at you, and because the illusion was placed in
front of you, you can't see/feel your Divine Self in YOU. We would love to co-facilitate in
removing these mirrors for you-for you to be able to experience a reflection of your Divine Self.

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

What is one belief that you would like to release from your mental body today that is no longer
serving you, that is no longer aligned to who you are BEcoming?

What is one new belief that you would like to replenish your mental body with today that
serves your highest good, that is aligned to who you are BEcoming?



Day 9
WHAT IS YOUR GODDESS NAME?

Goddess’s like to have FUN and are natural Creatrix’s.

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Discover what your Goddess Name is and how can you
create with it?

We would love for you to share your Goddess name,
how you can create with it and any Divine syncs,
awareness, inner & outer shifts +++ be sure to
#goddessemergence below with your shares!

Here is Mine:  Eva Guide of  Infinite  Twilight…. Love this!  It  can actually lead into a
meditation,  which I love to create.

Day 10
WHISPERS OF THE ROSE

Do you hear the whispers of Grandmother Gaia
Sophia?

Do you hear the whispers of your SiStars of the Rose?

Do you hear the whispers of Cosmic Mother Krystos
Sophia?

Do you hear the whispers of your Rose Goddess Self?

Goddess, it’s time to remember the ancient Rose
mysteries of Eternal LOVE!

Are you ready to immerse yourself into the Rose, into those whispers that are getting louder?



Eva & I have created a 144-day transformational White Flame Goddess journey where a
Divine Circle of Rose SiStars will dive deep into the ROSE, into the eternal flames of LOVE,
igniting your Rose Essence within! We will be journeying together to receive sacred initiations,
awakening the ancient wisdom of the Divine Feminine and rebirthing into your Goddess Self to
walk upon Earth.

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

We invite you to give yourself some sacred space today and go within your Heart to receive a
message from your Rose Goddess Self.

You can begin by playing this beautiful song as you connect in. This is a beautiful song &
vision that emits the sacredness of the Sistarhood of the Rose and our journey together of
awakening our ROSE Self. It is sung by Ayla Schafer, A voice of the Earth ~ ROSE
https://youtu.be/xjDfT0nWPVo

Bring your hands to your Higher Heart and Ask “Rose Goddess Self, in her purest & highest
form, what message do I need to hear today from your Rose Heart?”

Journal your message as this can be formed into your WHISPER for you to integrate, anchor
& embody.

If you heard the whispers from your Rose Heart, we invite you to read further to see if our
journey resonates with you:
https://www.krystallineascension.com/white-flame-goddess-journey

Day 11
GODDESS SHINE

Is your Goddess Essence magnetic?

Here are 3 simple ways to ‘turn on’ your Goddess
Essence and become magnetic  naturally:

https://youtu.be/xjDfT0nWPVo
https://www.krystallineascension.com/white-flame-goddess-journey


1) Dance!! Move those hips in the figure 8 and notice how you feel after just 2-3 minutes of
dancing to your favorite tune.  You will be shining from sea to sea.
2)  Have Fun!  The Goddess knows how to have fun, she knows how to laugh and smile and
has a zest for life.  Be  Contagious with your Goddess Smile
3)  Begin each day with a Grateful  Heart.  Wake up and without doubt state three things to be
grateful about and breathe this in three times into your heart before stepping out of your bed.

Some empowering Questions you can bring into your  Goddess Sacred Meditation:

How does the Goddess Feel inside my body?
What does my inner Goddess Desire for me today?
How does my inner Goddess want to express herself today?

Your Simple Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Inviting you to pick one and try it on for the day!

Day 12
ACTIVATE YOUR GODDESS

Light, Love & Sound codes hold multidimensional
information that awaken & activate dormant DNA,
personal codes within, evolution processes & Divine
templates held within your multifaceted energetic fields
which accelerates your Earthwalk-Ascension journey of
embodying higher dimensional consciousness in your current reality.

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

We invite you to awaken & activate the Goddess within you!

Open your Heart to receive this short, yet powerful Goddess Codes Activation

Be consciously aware of your experience by taking a form of measurement of your emotions,
body sensations and visions before, during and after.



Activate Your Goddess Here: https://youtu.be/NyKg9NhTpXI

Did your emotions elevate to a higher level?

How did your body feel when you were receiving the sound codes?

What visions do you receive?

Day 13
FOREST BATHING

We are Goddesses walking upon Earth and at this time
when the frequencies around us are powerful are
bodies, mind & Soul are in need of extra grounding,
nourishment, clarity and Love.

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Inviting you to treat yourself to an Earth Goddess
Forest bath!

💚Walk among the sacred forests, bringing your
awareness to all the different elemental sensations.

💚As you walk, ground your roots into Mother Gaia
and feel your body deeply rooted within her

💚Allow your eyes to absorb all the beauty, all the magic and all the Gaian Goddess Divinity.

💚Pause at a tree, flower or plant that you are guided to and gently touch their Essences

💚Listen to the Spirits, animals, birds or any living Being along your path, allowing in the
presence of Love

💚Slow your breath down and breathe as ONE heartbeat~ you and ALL her relations



💚🌹💚Ask to receive 1 message from the Earth Gaian Forest..

*personal picture during a sacred walk, connecting to the Sun & Earth elements!*

Day 14
Receive like a Goddess

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Find a sacred space for even five minutes.

Close your  eyes and put your hands on your heart,
quiet your mind and  repeat this mantra : Goddess
Energy Flows to and Through me.

Feel what you feel, see what you see, hear what you
hear and allow this to expand in a beautiful golden light
and allow this light to expand into every fiber of your
being .

Breathe this in, expand it with each breath and when you feel that your entire being is lit up
with this golden light  come back into your body fully, open your eyes and move forward as the
Goddess that is within you.

Day 15
GODDESS BATH

Our Goddess Self lives and breathes within our
physical skin, our bones, our muscles, & our entire
physical body! We have been experiencing many
upgrades and shifts within our energetic fields which
then integrate into our physical bodies that can cause
some painful physical symptoms. Your Earth Goddess
Self is calling to you for extra pampering, extra
nourishment and extra self-love!



Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Inviting you to gift yourself to a Goddess bath in the healing waters! Sharing below some
suggested ingredients in comments

💧As you run your bath water, intend for the most purest and highest krystalline codes of light
for your Earth Goddess Self to receive at this time, to flow into each drop of water! See, feel
and know your bath sparkles like the Cosmic Waters of New Earth.

💧You can add Natural salts as they have many benefits for your skin, relaxation, purification
and also improving your energy levels or a good night's sleep

💧Choose your favourite essential oil to add to your bath water, blessing it with sacred scents
as your skin absorbs all the beauty~ Rose, Jasmine, Geranium, Lavendar or even Cedarwood

💧Add some Wild flowers, Roses or Flowers that make you feel like a Goddess to experience
the Earth florals and all that they provide for you ~ remember to communicate with the flower if
you are picking it (asking if it would like to be a part of your Goddess bath) & offering the
flowers thanks & love

💧Around your bath, you may choose to have candles, lighting them with caution to bring in
the warmth of the Divine Mother and setting forth the intention to illuminate the fire of your
Goddess Self within you

💧Choosing celestial sounds of an organic frequency such as 432hz to listen to will allow you
to come into your Heart, aligning you to your Zero point.

💧Oh yes and prepare your favourite drink to have at your side to enjoy!

💧Close your eyes, breath deeply as you experience this delicious bath as you thank, honour
and send love to each part of your body for the magic it truly is!



Day 16
DRESS LIKE A GODDESS

Clothes Matter!  LOL, I am sure there are other
Goddesses out there that love clothes as much as I do!
I am pretty sure I have a shirt for everyday of the year
and would not have to wear the same shirt
twice…hehe, actually it may be more than that!

There was a time that I purchased  a top for every color
of the chakra and I would wear it when I wanted to
meditate or work on that specific energy center.
Wearing the color made it so much more profound to
tune into the specific chakra.

I’ve also noticed that what I wear does come with a certain vibration.  The feel of the material,
how it fits,  how it makes you feel inside and out can be a reflection of your clothes.   Imagine a
soft bulky sweater  on a chilly evening you automatically feel warm and comforted.  A  slim
black dress makes one feel elegant and beautiful.  An snug exercise outfit made of spandex
gives you a motive to exercise.    There is a reason why some women  love natural fiber,
bamboo,  silk,  satin,  cotton based on what they feel like when wearing them .

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

We would love for you to share a selfie of you in your Goddess wear so we can send you
some Goddess cheers of Love

Day 17
GODDESSES CELEBRATE OTHER GODDESSES

WE are here to bring back the sacredness of
SiStarhood of a tribe, a council, a circle of Light, of
giving and receiving LOVE, lifting each other up, holding
each other, honouring each other, communicating with
each other, sharing with each other, supporting each
other, empowering each other…..



Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

We invite you to celebrate three (or more) Divine Goddesses in your life by sending them a
Goddess GIFF or Love post on their wall today, celebrating their uniqueness of who they are!

Give them a dose of Goddess LOVE and Receive that sacred SiStarhood flow of Love within
you.

Day 18
ESSENTIAL OILS FOR THE GODDESS ESSENCE

Essential oils can support your moods and your
overall wellness. You can use it for rituals,
meditations, and sacred tools for connection.   One
drop can uplift your mood, bring you back to focus or
feel deliciously alive.   Since Essential oils are so well
known, share below your go to oil.   Perhaps you
have one that you start your day with and one that
you end your day with. Feel free to share these
suggestions with others.  I love Arbivartea for its
divine connection. I place a drop on my crown chakra,
Balance to get centered , great for diffusing or placing
a drop on the soles of my feet and Citrus Bliss to uplift my mood into a diffuser…  the smell is
SOOO  Delicious .   When I was working I used Citrus Bliss and Geranium together and I
attracted so many compliments and people wanted to be around me.

For those who love to read I have some Goddess Suggestions from my previous Goddess
Workshop:  My experience with essential oils is nothing less than profound.  I use them on a
daily basis whether it's for my Health, my state of mind or just clearing the air with my diffuser.
Essential oils cover Emotional, spiritual, mental and physical well being , as well as cleans my
house as well as my inner house..my body... and I get to share them with my family and that's
super important to eliminate as much toxins within the home.

These are all based on Doterra but I know others have similar smells with different names.



Whisper combines with each individual’s chemistry to create a beautiful, unique, and personal
fragrance, it smells different on everyone .. so you can definitely wear this as a perfume. It
entices the senses and intrigues the mind.    There are several essential oils that can  bring
out your inner feelings. This was new to me at the beginning ,  So whisper helps find balance
by reconnecting to your feminine side.  It's a combination of a mood lifter and motivator, it
warms your heart, your liver, your extremity and calms you down and is a complimentary oil to
balance your hormones plus it smells lovely.  You are happy and the people around you are
happy.

Immortelle.. has frankincense in it. Essential botox in a bottle...If you want to glow in the
Universe this is the oil to use.   It has been known to keep wrinkles at bay and improve the
tone and quality of the complexion .

Myrrh: Myrrh is a very powerful essential oil from ancient times. The Arabian people used
myrrh for many skin conditions,  and wrinkles.   Rose It helps restore the moisture balance and
smoothes wrinkles.

Elevation the joyful blend is the perfect blend for those moments when you need to be
revitalized. This exciting blend provides an invigorating combination of essential oils that can
elevate your mood and increase your energy. - its great for letting go of old habits so you can
shift into higher levels of consciousness, more joy, cheerfulness, courage, happiness and fun

Intune: is known as the Focus Blend work together supporting your efforts to remain calm and
focused on a desired task. Sandalwood, frankincense, and lime contribute to clarity and focus,
while the benefits of  patchouli aphrodisiac effect. It aids in Creative Thinking and Clarity.  I
personally love the smell of intune and place it on my third eye when I really want to focus and
tap into my higher self

Purify:  This purifies the air giving you a sense of cleanliness and lightness , the purity of spirit
and mind. It can clear negative energy from the household and the environment. It  can
facilitate emotional breakthroughs as a divine goddess we want to be able to receive and
purify helps in releasing the blocks so that new clear energy can enter.

Liquid Xanax is a mixture of  Balance and Serenity however I have added  Geranium and a
touch of whisper into mine and it smells yummy and makes you feel yummy as well.  We all
have those days or moments when you feel that it would be better if the ground just swallowed



you whole.  For those moments its my love blend to the rescue and it takes only a few minutes
before I feel present  and stable on this earth.

Balance is an amazing blend that is very grounding and helpful for recovering Balance inside
and outside the body. Anti-depressant, anti-anxiety, calming, soothing to the nerves, supports
pancreas in processing sugar and carbs, pain relief to muscles, helps cells remember how to
be perfect.

Serenity known as the calming blend and has a powerful effect on the heart and it helps heal
the emotional wounds in the heart so that love may flow freely.

Geranium creates a sense of security and comfort, and is gently uplifting and balancing.  It is
another essential oils that works on the heart chakra allowing love to flow  more freely like
serenity as well as fostering trust.

It promotes harmony in male-female relationships by balancing aggressive and passive
tendencies and by improving intimate communication. It liberates creativity, revitalizes
imagination, and invites spontaneity.  It lifts general sadness just by inhaling or wearing as a
perfume.

Clary Calm-  is a girls best friend... it is a mixture of different blends and can be very calming.
It realigns all the feminine energies in the body, it realigns your reproductive energy on a
physical level, helps with cramps, nausea, hot flashes, and the emotional swings which are
sometimes associated with regular hormone cycles in women.

Frankincense: can support you with your intuition it is called God in a bottle , known as the oil
of truth.  Frankincense recalls to memory spiritual understanding, wisdom and knowledge the
soul brought into the world. It assists in spiritual awakening. This is filled with the essence of
a divine goddess.

Geranium and Wild Orange in the diffuser...it's my newest concoction when I come home from
an  extremely busy day and know I have everyone's energy plus mine pulling at me.  That's
not being in my goddess essence as I have given away my power, I feel weighed down and it's
a challenge to be in the divine feminie essence  of creating and allowing my energy to just flow
especially when I do my business work after regular work I want to be in this loving essence of
creating .....  I do a quick energy release of anyone elses energies to leave me and I put my
geranium and wild orange in the diffuser and Geranium on my heart chakra and less than five



minutes I am myself again, I can think , I can focus  , I can create.     So I hope this helped
those that are new to essential oils.

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Choose an essential oil that calls to your Goddess Essence, one that is in alignment to receive
from today & tune into how this has made you feel.

Day 19
THE EMPOWERED GODDESS

Follow your heart and be true to your soul.

A Goddess is an Empowered Woman who loves
herself unconditionally.  She does not ask permission
to be , do or have.  She listens to her body intuitively
and although she is a  Goddess she is also human and
will have days where  she is called to acknowledge her
feelings  and perhaps there is  sadness or a need to
take extra loving care for herself .  She may be guided
to take a warm bath with essential oils,   sleep in a little
bit later,  read a book with candles and a comfy blanket
and then there will be days where she feels the fire
within and she will turn the music up, put on her favorite outfit and dance her way into
productivity.    Both are important and needed .  Beautiful Goddess  Listen to your soul, hear
your body and follow your heart's message.

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Where do you need to become more attuned to your inner soul's needs without apology
without judgment .

Today be true to your Goddess self and take her to your sacred room and ask how you can
show some Tender Loving Care to her.

How are you loving yourself?



Day 20
GODDESS POSE

Yay! We are excited to be gathering today with our
Krystalline Portal Circle Members to facilitate our
Goddess Emergence Retreat!! It's filled with many
delicious Goddess treats!

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Inviting you to POSE like a Goddess today as you
delve deeper into your inner retreat space!

I am not a Yoga expert, however, I did find this amazing information online about the Goddess
Pose + a Video you can follow along to! There seems to many variations of this Pose, so
please feel free to do what feels aligned for you!

Through research, the Goddess Pose;
● Helps you get in touch with the Divine Feminine
● Balances our energy to feel the deep inner wisdom within ourselves
● Invigorates the body and gives it an extra boost.
● Connects you with your sensual side
● Results have you feeling blissful.

Physically;
● Stimulates your pelvis which improves the functionality of the reproductive organs.
● Helps to broaden the chest and correct postural defects.
● Massages the organs in the abdomen, particularly the kidneys, the ovaries,

urinary system and the prostate gland.
● Enhances the functioning of organs in the thorax and improves respiration.
● Energizes the body, relieves stress and gives a general sense of well-being.
● Can relieve menstrual pain and cramps

Here is the Video Link: https://youtu.be/n1Dmi0OaGK4

*Gorgeous Goddess Pose picture is of Nzingah Oniwosan who beautifully shares the essence
of this pose. She has no relation to the above video shared*

https://youtu.be/n1Dmi0OaGK4


Day 21
THE VOICE OF YOUR WOMB

Yesterday during our Goddess Emergence Retreat we
connected with our wombs, our sacred space where
we create, nurture & give birth! We tuned in to
communicate with our wombs on a deeper level and
there were beautiful shares from the wombs.

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Inviting you to tune into your womb today

Placing your hands on your womb and taking some deep breaths

Feel, see and sense your womb space as a consciousness

Ask “womb, if you could express one word of how you feel today, what would it be?”

Pause, listen and send some love to your womb!

Honour your womb by connecting with her, listening to her, communicating with her & begin to
build a relationship with her…your Goddess Self will thank you!

Day 22
AWAKEN YOUR FEMININE ENERGY

‘Light of Pine’ has created this beautiful visual of
Masculine and Feminine energies and the sacred
Union of both creates Wholeness.

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:



Even though balance is key, I invite you to take a look at both of the Energies listed on each
side and see which you feel you have more of.

I ask you, what Divine Feminine Energy are you wanting to awaken? Or Emerge within you?

Choose one of the Divine Feminine Energies and really work with this energy today, for the
week and even for a few weeks. Invite this energy into your space, into your everyday life.
Become aware of your experiences as you allow the Divine Feminine energy to flow through.

Day 23
YOUR GODDESS SELF SPEAKS TO YOU

Do you find yourself receiving more “voices” from your
Goddess Consciousness speaking to you?

This can come in many forms such as vivid
dreams/visions, repetitive numbers/pictures, intuition,
songs/music, divine synchronicities, repeating
names/words or phrases, deep inner knowingness, that
de ja vu experience, smells, basically anything that
makes you feel “blown away” or almost unbelievable or
makes your heart smile/laugh…..

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

I invite you to ask your Goddess Self “show me what needs to be brought into my awareness
in order for me to emerge my Goddess Self”

Listen/feel/see what is presented to you…it can be a word, a colour, a feeling, a vision…just
open your heart and allow yourself to receive as she speaks with you

Throughout the say be consciously aware of how your Goddess Self is speaking to you



Day 24
WEAR YOUR GODDESS MOOD

What you feel, believe and know can be an expression
in what you wear.…

What is the one Goddess Expression that you would
like to wear today? Is it the powerful Lioness frequency,
is it the Emerald Green LOVE you feel, is it the JOY
you feel with butterflies on your shirt, is it the
COMPASSION you feel with your flowing pink dress??

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Inviting you to choose an expression that you would like to wear today and intentionally anchor
it into your clothing. Be sure to intend that your clothes will sparkle with your Goddess
Expression to everyone you come in contact with.

Day 25
GODDESS EXPRESSIONS

There are many ways for your inner Goddess Self to
express your unique Divine heART creations such as;
through writings, poems, painting, singing, dancing,
crafting, jewelry making and soo much more- I love that
my Facebook wall is filled with such creative Soul
expressions!

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

We invite you to set aside sacred time today to express your inner Goddess Self through a
form of creational art!



If this is new to you, we encourage you to get a blank piece of paper with some coloured pens,
markers or paints. Not to worry, no paint brushes needed as you can allow your fingertip to be
your paintbrush!

Ground and align yourself. Maybe even play beautiful soft music in the background (this one is
very aligned for today- ☼ The awakening of your higher self ☼ https://youtu.be/dMRZuIDksBs
), diffuse essentials oils, light a candle or create that ‘Goddess atmosphere’

Close your eyes and open your heart. Connect with your Goddess Self (your Divine Feminine
Self) and allow yourself to choose the colours, allow yourself to draw or paint what is flowing
through you. You can even keep your eyes closed as you draw, as you paint to BE in
expressive FLOW.

You will know when it's complete ~ and again we invite you to hang this drawing or painting
where it feels aligned for you to see it throughout the day or weeks..

How did this feel to express your Goddess Self?

We would love for you to share your Goddess Expression that you created today or even a
recent one below and any Divine syncs, awareness, inner & outer shifts +++ be sure to
#goddessemergence below with your shares!

*Cosmic Art is a Vibrational Expression & Love Emanation of the Krystal Heart. This came
through in early 2020 and even though painting techniques were for sure not my strength, I
really felt inspired to paint some vibrational expressions vs drawing them. Definitely learnt that
it’s more challenging to paint the cosmic energy of what you actually see/feel. However, it
holds beautiful powerful Divine Feminine frequencies to assist with activating your Krystal
Heart & aligning to Divine Union of ONEness within. I included Clear Quartz Crystals, Love
codes, integrated Light Sounds, blended ormus gold and high vibrational essential oils with the
paints.~Alicia*

https://youtu.be/dMRZuIDksBs


Day 26
3 GODDESS ACTIONS

Goddess’s  enjoy communicating with  Nature.   You
may find that you are seeing more Divine females
sharing gardens, learning about plants, spending time
with Mother Gaia.  Listening to sounds of animals,
insects, and elements.  The earth is once again
becoming a sacred space to stand on.

Goddess’s love to be in creatrix mode.  There are so
many new inspirations, new downloads entering in the
hearts of Goddesses.  You may find that you are being
called to pay more attention to your innate gifts and
talents and bring them forth for sharing.   I know that I have been pulled to journals to write in
daily ,  a sketch book. Perhaps for you it’s photography of nature, or learning a new skill,  light
language.

Goddess Gorgelicious  that’s right.  More and more divine females are taking the stage and
shining their light.  They are reclaiming their sensuous Goddess beauty to the degree of their
desire.  It can be changing how you speak to yourself.    Allowing in compliments.   Buying
yourself a bouquet of beautiful flowers .   Purchasing an outfit that  in the past you thought no
way I can’t wear that is just too much.  Trying a new hairstyle.  It’s time to shine beautiful
Goddesses .

These are all simple, doable  Goddess actions.

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Pick one from above and sit with it and see which  moves you and what you would like to try
on for the day or perhaps while reading you came up with your own fabulous idea.



Day 27
RECEIVE LIKE A GODDESS

Enjoy this beautiful Light Emanation of the Pink
Diamond Sun codes glistening on the Cosmic Waters

Yesterday Eva shared 3 Goddess actions to inspire you
to take to assist in emerging your Goddess Self! I had
chosen the action of communicating with Mother Gaia
& Nature! Over the years, speaking the Languages of
the different streams of Light has come very naturally
to me and I am starting to go even deeper into the
languages of all Mother Gaia’s relations & the Cosmos.
I would consider myself to be a Multi-Dimensional
Linguist!

So as I stood within the waters, I began to connect to
the waters frequencies & movement-then to the frequencies streaming in from the Sun. I
started to move my body and speak Light Language, sending vibrational offerings to the
waters. Interestingly enough I felt the presence of the Manta Ray, however I am standing in the
Beach waters of a Lake. Nonetheless, I felt the surrender to RECEIVE the emanations from
the Cosmic waters as the Pink Diamond Sun codes filled my vessel up. I received so much
within this moment (more visions, messages, architectural coding, etc) and it is still trickling
into my fields, and I am thankful for all the sacred gifts I received!

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Inviting you gaze upon this visual, step into the Cosmic waters & receive like a Goddess!

Video Emanation here: https://youtube.com/shorts/xAt3L4l5qa8?feature=share

Receive the Comic Waters essence and the Pink Diamond Sun codes!

Repeat “I receive like a Goddess, with ease & grace and with so much love!”



Day 28
A GODDESS JOY-DAY

Yes! Goddesses know how to have fun and become
the essence of play, laughter & child-like joy!

Let’s raise our inner vibration today and BE in
alignment with the energy stream of JOY- a vibrational
frequency of around 540hz!!

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Inviting you to create a JOYday for Self!! Do what
makes your Heart smile, that Ignites your Goddess fire
and that allows your Inner Child to jump for joy!!

What is one action you can take today that aligns with your inner Goddess JOY?!

And remember to say yes to YOU, yes to your joy & happiness and see what transforms!!

Day 29
LOVE YOUR BODY

Our human bodies are walking miracles!

I wonder, do you honour and respect your body as a
“Temple of Light”, a sacred space to hold your beautiful
Goddess Soul & a vehicle that desires nourishment,
love and care!

A Goddess loves her body~every inch of it!!

Did you know the body Self-Renews itself and I have
read that skin cells rejuvenates every two to four
weeks, the liver renews itself with new cells every 150 to 500 days, DNA renews every 2



months, the stomach and intestines renew every 5 days, the skeletal system regenerates
every 3 months, and blood renews every 4 months-how amazing is your body?!

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

We invite you, every morning, to become aware of all the Divine goodness that your beautiful
inner body can do each and every day!

Look into the mirror and begin to give your outer body compliments! See yourself from a new
preceptive, from the lens of your Goddess Self.

And every evening sending gratitude to ALL of your body so it can rejuvenate, waking up
feeling refreshed, alert and alive!

Don’t forget to give yourself a huge warm hug!!

Day 30
FORGIVE YOURSELF

The most important person to forgive-is Self

We are Goddesses & Gods in a human body, here to
experience, learn and grow.

This is embracing all of you, loving all of You & your
perfect imperfections, creating peace within.

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

Inviting you today to show yourself compassion and
view yourself from the highest perspective- and in doing so, ask ‘am I able to forgive this
beautiful human’

Begin showing yourself compassion by writing yourself a letter, expressing love and kindness
to yourself.



Read this letter outloud and when complete you can burn this letter (with caution), letting go
and forgiving Self

Take a deep breath and bring your Palms into prayer position and begin to Rub your hands
together in a quick up & down motion until you ignite the warmth

Then bring your hands to your physical body, first to your shoulders, rubbing your hands along
your arms, maybe in your face and then your heart-giving yourself a compassionate hug from
your Goddess Self.

Day 31
CELEBRATION DAY

Goddess You, if you have gathered with us here for the
month, we wanted to thank you and celebrate YOU!!
Celebrating all the new ‘Goddess Emergence’
takeaways you may have allowed into your
Consciousness and the actions you may have taken!

A reminder to continue to emerge your Goddess Self
with each breath you take as she lives within YOU!

Your Goddess Emergence Action for today:

We invite you to celebrate YOU today, however that may look and feel like for YOU!

AND if you are desiring more of a deeper journey into your Goddess Self, then we ask you- is
there an aspect of YOU that is being called to:

● Honour yourself
● Commit to Self expansion
● Reconnect to your Divine Innocence
● Purify old paradigm templates, coding & energy
● Recalibrate & obtain an internal alchemization of a Divine transformation
● Integrate Goddess Embodiment tools daily
● Witness & reflect on inner and outer shifts



● Receive support, guidance & Divine Empowerment
● Deepen your Connection to become ONE with your Heart
● Elevate your self-worth, self-esteem and inner-power.
● Anchor in LOVE through your thoughts, words, and actions
● Be rebirthed into your Goddess Self
● Expand your Consciousness into the Goddess frequency
● Vibrate at your Highest octave of Pure Divine Love
● Be in alignment  with your Divine Essence in the here and now
● Gather & connect in Circle with Rose Sisters
● See your Goddess Wings appear & rise into a new Higher multidimensional

perspective
● Embody your Divine Feminine Krystos Essence
● Ready to spread your wings & FLY

If you've said 'YES' to any of the above & feeling called to an opportunity to step more into
your  Divine Goddess #goddessjourney below and we will PM you with the FULL invite for you
to read further and see the level of commitment to SELF!

Are you ready to become the Emissary of Love?! The time of the Goddess is now, for you to
elevate, expand and evolve into your Krystal Phoenix Goddess Self!!

Cosmic Art by Alana Starlight

Much Love, Eva & Alicia

Weave the Rainbow Dream of heavenONEarth

Krystalline Ascension ™


